
DAN DRYER BABY CHANGING TABLES

Top quality baby changing tables
Comfort and hygiene in public baby changing areas
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∂ HYGIENIC

∂  RELIABLE

∂ ECONOMIC

∂ ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY
  
∂ TIMELESS



Baby changing facilities
providing the highest level of safety

HYGIENIC ECONOMIC RELIABLE ENVIRONMENT-
FRIENDLY

DAN DRYER BABY CHANGING TABLES

Babies weigh only around 4-5 kg, and even a late potty -trained 

toddler seldom exceeds 20 kg. It may thus seem like overkill to 

construct a baby changing unit carrying up to 400 kg.

But there is a good reason. At the time DAN DRYER’s 

wall-mounted safety baby changing unit was developed, the 

idea was to construct an exceptionally strong table able to 

withstand the rough treatment public toilet equipment is  

often subjected to.

Bearing in mind that baby changing tables in public toilets 

are sometimes used to sit on, it is vital to know that they are 

still a safe place for a parent to change a baby.

 A unique carrying capacity of up to 400 kg

 Focus is on usability and safety

 Hygienic and cleaning-friendly

 Maximum flexibility in terms of positioning

 Professional advice and knowledge-sharing

Easy maintenance of a 
clean environment. That is 
why all DAN DRYER products 
are designed with clean 
lines and no awkward in-
accessible corners.

Durability and quality to 
avoid frequent reinvestment 
and reduce operating costs. 
Try out our savings calcula-
tor on www.dandryer.com 
and see how much you can 
save e.g. with a DAN DRYER 
hand dryer.

Quality is the core of 
DAN DRYER and as a result 
we can offer exceptionally 
stable and durable equip-
ment that is easy to main-
tain at all times.

Products from DAN DRYER 
produce virtually no waste 
other than the packaging 
they are delivered in. Func-
tional solutions ensure 
optimal use of consumer 
products and low power 
consumption. 

DAN DRYER is known for 
its simple and timeless 
design able to fit into any 
environment with respect 
for architecture and interior 
design. 

TIMELESS

The solution - a classic baby changing table in powder- 

coated aluminium and brushed stainless steel. The intelli-

gent design and high-quality materials provide an extremely 

sturdy and space-saving table. When not in use, the table 

folds up against the wall, thus taking up a minimum of space 

and making it ideal for almost any toilet and changing area.

Quality and usability make the DAN DRYER baby changing 

table a popular choice when designing user-friendly, long-

life baby changing areas. That is why DAN DRYER supplies 

baby changing tables to airports, supermarket chains, shop-

ping malls, etc. No matter what the venue, giving safety top 

priority makes sense and projects the right image.

Why specify a DAN DRYER baby changing table?



DAN DRYER baby changing tables
are installed all over the world
across continents and industries

DAN DRYER BABY CHANGING TABLES

DAN DRYER baby changing 
table locations:

 Airports
 Supermarkets
 Shopping malls
 Campsites
 Holiday resorts
 Hotels
 Restaurants
 Amusement parks
 Cultural centres
 Event and sports arenas

In all public buildings that count families with babies among their visitors, there is a 

need for a comfortable environment where infants can be nursed safely and hygienically. 

Safety, strength and durability are especially important features when it comes 

to baby changing facilities in public areas. To meet these requirements, DAN DRYER 

developed its own changing table, still exclusively manufactured by DAN DRYER. 

With a carrying capacity of more than 400 kg, the DAN DRYER changing table is in a 

class of its own – proven by installations all over the world across continents and  

industries. 

Users of public toilets need facilities that meet their expectations regardless of 

where they are - a major reason why the DAN DRYER changing table is a popular choice 

worldwide. 



Baby changing table
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Wall-mounted baby changing table in timeless design and with a unique carrying capacity of up to 400 kg!

An extremely strong unit that stands the rough treatment public toilet equipment is often subjected to.

 Made of the best materials; table in powder-coated aluminium and solid wall mountings in brushed stainless steel. 

 Very strong construction providing optimum carrying capacity and long product life. 

  To save space, the table folds up against the wall when not in use. 

Gas springs ensure easy and noiseless opening and closing.

 Cleaning-friendly design with slightly rounded edges to eliminate the risk of getting fingers caught. 

 Fitted as standard with a strong safety strap, which can be fastened with one hand. 

 Also available without safety strap.

 Comes in white as standard.

 Also available in all RAL colours and coated with different prints. 

  2-year warranty.

Article no.: 659 - with safety strap - Net weight: 17.1 kg

Article no.: 660 - without safety strap - Net weight: 17.1 kg
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Paper roll holder 

  Very sturdy model with safety locks.

  Comes in white as standard.

   Also available in all RAL colours and coated with different prints. 

  2-year warranty.

The paper roll holder is designed for 70 x 10 cm paper rolls, 

available in two qualities:  

- Article no.:  657 - Standard, 41 g/m2, 105 sheets per roll.

- Article no.:  667 - Exclusive, 60 g/m2, 50 sheets per roll.

799 109
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Easy to use dispenser of a cover sheet for  

the DAN DRYER baby changing table. 

Compact unit designed and made out of 

materials to match the baby changing table 

– creating atmosphere and style. 

Article no.: 656 - Net weight: 2.7 kg
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Paper roll holder 

  Equipped with locks at both ends – ideal for corner installation.

  Solid locking system makes the holder very sturdy and vandal-resistant.

  Sight holes make it easy to check on the status of paper without having to open the holder.

  The integrated gas spring enables easy one-handed paper refill.

  Comes in brushed stainless steel as standard.

  Also available in all RAL colours and  

coated with different prints. 

  2-year warranty.

585 142
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One of the few dispensers on the market  

capable of holding different kinds of paper rolls.

This flexible unit avoids having to change 

paper type or switch to a new supplier.

Article no.:  655 - Net weight: 4 kg
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More than 30 years’ experience 
within equipment for public toilets 

Supplier – Advisory Service – Product Development

DAN DRYER A/S
Alsikevej 8  ·  DK 8920 Randers NV

Tel: +45 86 41 57 11  ·  Fax: +45 86 41 60 89  ·  dandryer@dandryer.dk

dandryer.com

DAN DRYER

DAN DRYER was one of the very first hand dryer manufacturers 
on the market, and has gone on to establish a leading position as 
supplier of toilet equipment. The Viking logo is easily recognisable 
in public toilets all over the world. Many years’ experience has led 
to the company becoming specialists within development and 
production of toilet equipment. We now offer our customers a 
wide range of products, right from hand dryers to complete hygiene 
solutions.

DAN DRYER is a solution-oriented company, developing pro ducts 
according to market needs, an approach that results in close 
dialogue-based cooperation with our customers, as we do not 
consider ourselves merely a supplier. We are also the ideal con-
sultant and partner for discussion - always prepared to do more 
for our customers and to join product development projects.
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BUCHS.DK

NORDIC ECOLABEL

With this approach, DAN DRYER has positioned itself internation-
ally as one of the most preferred suppliers of toilet equipment, 
e.g. to airports, public institutions and retail chains, and we have 
earned a unique position as a niche manufacturer of technically 
complex and customised products to the rail industry.

Our strength lies in unique know-how and a company structure 
that enables us to respond quickly and flexibly to individual 
requirements and specifications. Whatever part of the process 
- from project stage to the finished building – we can always help 
find the right hygiene solution.


